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 Wireless energy transfer in view of magnetic resonant coupling is a creating innovation. 
The emerging wireless charging technology is a promising alternative to address the 

power constraint problem in sensor networks. Charging one node at any given moment 

causes genuine scalability issue. Late advances in magnetic resonant coupling 
demonstrate that various nodes can be charged in the meantime. This paper provides the 

background of wireless sensor network. In the beginning an architectural overview of a 

sensor node, networking standards, protocol stack, communication protocol architecture, 
the performance modeling of wireless sensor network through radio energy model is 

provided. In the following, advantages, applications, challenges of wireless sensor 

networks have been described. Based on that In this work can extend wireless sensor 
network will be made and explores whether it is an adaptable innovation or not. Wireless 

Charging Vehicle (WCV) is made which will intermittently go inside a WSN and 

charging sensor nodes remotely. It imparts inside a WSN and charging sensor nodes 
remotely in light of charging scope of the WCV. The system misfortune energy level 

then the base node sends the gathering of energy through the specific WCV node in view 

of scope of the WCV.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless Sensor Network comprises of numerous sensor nodes which are spread in an expansive range as 

indicated by the sort of utilizations. WSN can be utilized as a part of assortment of uses, for example, wellbeing 

observing, territory checking, and atmosphere condition like temperature, weight. All the sender sensor nodes 

are battery fueled and with less preparing power. Subsequently, there is have to utilize these constrained assets 

productively in the system. By and large remote sensor systems can be arranged into one of two sorts, 

information gathering or occasion location systems. In numerous applications where information gathering is 

the objective, the sensors might be required to gather information for brief periods at set circumstances of the 

day. For this situation, more often than not the sensor node will be sleeping therefore saving force. 

Notwithstanding, where a remote sensor system is to be utilized for occasion identification, for example, 

distinguishing the start of a fire, it would be expected that the sensor nodes must stay conscious in this manner 

devouring their valuable constrained power. 

A sensor node is a tiny device that includes four basic components. A sensing or actuating unit, a 

processing unit, transceiver unit and power supply unit (Gilbert, J.M. and F. Balouchi, 2008; Xie, L., et al., 

2012). In addition to this, the sensor node may also be equipped with location detection unit such as a Global 

Positioning System (GPS), a mobilizer etc. In sensor networks the different types of sensors such as seismic, 

thermal, visual, and infrared are used to monitor a variety of ambient conditions such as temperature, humidity, 

pressure and characteristics of objects and their motion. Fig.1 shows the basic overview and important 
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components. A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a remote system comprising of spatially appropriated self-

sufficient gadgets utilizing sensors to helpfully screen physical or ecological conditions, for example, 

temperature, sound, vibration, weight, movement or contaminations, at various areas. The advancement of 

remote sensor systems was initially inspired by military applications, for example, war zone reconnaissance. Be 

that as it may, remote sensor systems are currently utilized as a part of numerous nonmilitary personnel 

application territories, including condition and living space checking, medicinal services applications, home 

computerization, and movement control. The nodes in the system are associated by means of Wireless 

correspondence channels. Every node has capacity to detect information, handle the information and send it to 

rest of the nodes or to Base Station. These systems are constrained by the node battery lifetime. Sensor nodes 

are little size gadgets that have empowered un-fastened correspondence over short separations. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of a sensor node. 

 

They for the most part have three segments detecting, information preparing and correspondence 

components. An extensive number of sensor nodes join together to frame sensor systems. These sensor nodes 

are typically thickly sent inside the system. Remote power transmission" is an aggregate term that alludes to 

various distinctive advances for transmitting power by method for time-fluctuating electromagnetic fields. 

Microwaves, or infrared or unmistakable light waves. All in all a remote power framework comprises of a 

"transmitter" gadget associated with a wellspring of force, for example, mains electrical cables, which changes 

over the ability to a period fluctuating electromagnetic field, and at least one "collector" gadgets which get the 

power and change over it back to DC or AC electric power which is devoured by an electrical load. In the 

transmitter the information power is changed over to a swaying electromagnetic field by some sort of "recieving 

wire" gadget. "Antenna" is utilized freely here; it possibly a curl of wire which creates an attractive field, a 

metal plate which produces an electric field, a reception apparatus which emanates radio waves, or a laser which 

creates light. 

 

Related Work: 

The current Wireless energy transfer advances can be grouped into seven classes. 

 

A. Inductive coupling: 

Inductive coupling can be worked by having an essential loop at a source produce a fluctuating attractive 

field that instigates a voltage over the terminals of an auxiliary curl at the beneficiary. Despite the fact that this 

Wireless energy transfer innovation has uncovered various applications in compact electronic gadgets (e.g., 

RFID labels (Estrin, D., et al., 2010; Bhatti, N.A., et al., 2014), medicinal inserts (Boisseau, S., et al., 2012), it 

is not fitting for charging a remote sensor node. This is because of certain essential necessities, for example, 

exact arrangement in charging bearing and close contact and so on. 
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B. Electro-attractive radiation: 

Electromagnetic radiation innovation exchanges control on a radio recurrence (e.g., 850–950 MHz or 902–

928 MHz, both with a medium recurrence of 915 MHz). In such radiative innovation, a RF transmitter 

communicates radio waves in the 915-MHz ISM band. At that point a RF recipient tunes to a similar recurrence 

band as in the RF transmitter to reap radio power. Radiative innovation has various complexities in exchanging 

energy. To begin with, it requires consistent Line of Sight and is touchy to any impediment between aenergy 

source and a beneficiary. Second, the energy exchange effectiveness is low for omnidirectional radiation. 

Radiative innovation has been utilized for energy gathering in a WSN (Cheng, P., et al., 2013; Landis, G.A., 

2010). Despite the fact that this innovation may lessen the energy issue in a WSN to some degree, its 

applications have more limitations, in view of its low energy exchange effectiveness. 

 

C. Magnetic thunderous coupling: 

The third and generally utilized class of Wireless energy transfer innovation is magnetic resonant coupling 

(Boisseau, S., et al., 2012), and which is the innovation that we utilized as a part of this paper. It functions 

admirably by fulfilling attractive thunderous loops working at the same resounding recurrence (for eg, 6.5 MHz 

(Landis, G.A., 2010)), so that through the nonradioactive attractive full enlistment the energy can be exchanged 

proficiently from a source curl to a beneficiary curl. Attractive thunderous coupling has the benefits of offering 

considerably higher energy exchange effectiveness when contrasted with electromagnetic radiation. Likewise it 

functions admirably even under omnidirectional, not requiring Line of Sight, and being uncaring to the 

neighboring condition. In (Xie, L., et al., 2012), LiguangXie et al. acquainted a review on how with utilize 

attractive resounding coupling for a WSN. They demonstrated that by fulfilling a WMCV visit and charge every 

sensor node independently in the system, a WSN can be worked ordinarily (i.e., limitless lifetime). An essential 

issue that stayed in is versatility, and a similar will be redressed by LiguangXie et al. in (22012). The WMCV 

displayed in this paper fills an alternate need from a versatile base station. The WMCV is utilized to charge the 

sensor nodes, and a portable base station is utilized as a collector node for all information that is accumulated 

from sensor nodes. In this paper, we have both a settled base station and a WMCV. 

 

D. Laser: 

Light Amplification Stimulated Emission Radiation (LASER) Technology is a unidirectional productive 

method for remote power transmission (Xie, L., et al., 2013). It lies in the noticeable area of electromagnetic 

radiation range (Chaurasia, D. and S. Ahirwar, 2013)In this technique electrical energy is changed over to laser 

bar, which strikes at the photovoltaic cell connected to the sensor node as a collector. Photovoltaic cell changes 

over light energy into electrical energy and charges node batteries. This wonder is additionally called "control 

radiating" as power shot at a point is changed over from light energy to electrical energy. High force lasers can 

energize a node to 1 km far from the wellspring of force with 90% power move productivity in the most good 

situations (Bhatti, N.A., et al., 2014). 

 

E. Microwave: 

In this technique, remote power is transmitted on either 2.45 or 5.8 GHz microwave frequencies (Xie, L., et 

al., 2013). Rectenna is utilized at the getting side to change over microwave energy to electrical energy 

(Chaurasia, D. and S. Ahirwar, 2013). The redressing reception apparatus is being mounted on the sensor node 

to control up the nodes back if the energy channels. Microwaves are unfeeling to climate conditions. Not at all 

like laser they can enter into mists, water vapor, rain and clean. In (Landis, G.A., 2010; Johri, Y. and S.P. Singh,  

2015), microwaves/laser control radiating has been recommended for long separation transmission of energy 

from sunlight based power satellites in space to earth. It is recommended that sunlight based power from the sun 

above in space ought to be changed over to microwave and after that sent to earth. Immense Rectennas on 

ground change over the waves to electrical energy for earthly utilize. More than 95% of change effectiveness 

from rectenna can be accomplished (Chaurasia, D. and S. Ahirwar, 2013). 

 

F. Solar: 

Sun powered radiation from the sun is a standout amongst the most copious wellsprings of energy 

accessible on earth. Sensor nodes have photovoltaic cells worked in them that change over sun based energy 

into electrical energy fueling sensor node batteries (Johri, Y. and S.P. Singh,  2015). It is an independent gadget 

as no versatile chargers are required to move around and charge nodes. Sun powered radiations being steady in 

daytime brings about high productivity of transformation (Zungeru, A.M., et al., 2012). To get high proficiency 

most extreme power point trackers are additionally introduced in with the sun based boards. 

 

G. Vibrational: 

Vibrations are available surrounding us in our surroundings particularly in railroad tracks, rooftops and 

extensions and we can utilize vibrational energy gatherers to change over vibrations into power. Piezoelectric, 
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electromagnetic and electrostatic converters change over vibrational energy into electrical energy. In (Boisseau, 

S., et al., 2012), creators demonstrate the correlation of the three. For natural vibrational detecting, small scale 

control generator is utilized as a part of a sensor node as a gatherer (Johri, Y. and S.P. Singh,  2015). Vibrational 

energy is not constrained to inside and outside encompassing not at all like sunlight based whose proficiency 

drops inside structures (Zungeru, A.M., et al., 2012). Vibrational gathering nodes are likewise independent 

gadgets and no portable chargers are required to move and chase down nodes to charge them. 

 

Challenges Of Wireless Sensor Network: 

With the proceeded with headway in small scale electro mechanical frameworks the scaling down and 

expanded correspondence abilities of sensors has empowered their omnipresent and undetectable sending 

anyplace whenever. A sensor system is a framework included detecting (measuring), figuring and 

correspondence components that give a client the capacity to watch instrument and respond to occasions and 

marvels in a predetermined domain. To outline and create conventions or calculations a few difficulties are 

should have been comprehended (Gungor, V.C., et al., 2013). These significant difficulties are abridged 

underneath: 

 

A. Limited Functional Capabilities: 

A sensor node has low end processor, little memory and little measure of put away energy. This breaking 

points a significant number of the utilitarian abilities as far as handling and correspondence. A decent 

calculation ought to make utilization of shared assets inside an authoritative structure, while considering the 

restriction on individual node capacities. 

 

B. Limited Energy: 

A sensor node has restricted energy stockpiling. Thus, productive utilization of this energy will be crucial in 

deciding the scope of use for these sensor systems. As a rule, recharging energy is not achievable or even 

inconceivable. Sensors are typically unattended in the field. The restricted energy in sensor nodes must be 

considered as legitimate utilization or usage that can decrease the general energy utilizes as a part of a system. 

 

C. Network Lifespan: 

Restricted assets and energy in sensor nodes brings about constrained life expectancy in a system. In a 

perfect world, a system ought to wind up distinctly incapable just when all nodes get to be distinctly depleted. In 

all actuality, the life expectancy of a sensor system is the base time upto which the system is practically 

compelling. A system is practically successful, on the off chance that it can screen the whole sensor field and 

gather the detected information with a predefined nature of administration (QOS). Legitimate systems ought to 

endeavor to decrease the energy use and in this manner increment organize lifetime. 

 

D. Scalability: 

Sensor nodes conveyed in a detecting region ought to be ideal. To suit some more nodes later on, system 

versatility is one of primary obstacles to accomplish this target. Versatility in the sensor arrange shows the 

capacity to deal with developing measures of work in a successful way and be promptly extended. 

 

E. Redundancy: 

Because of the incessant node disappointments and detachment of fizzled nodes, WSNs are required to 

have high repetition of nodes so that the disappointment of new nodes can be immaterial. 

 

F. Lack of worldwide recognizable proof: 

Because of expansive number of sensor nodes in a sensor system the worldwide recognizable proof (GID) 

is by and large unrealistic. In spite of the fact that now and again, the Global Positioning System (GPS) gives 

situating data to sensor nodes yet it requires viewable pathway to a few satellites, which is for the most part not 

accessible within working, underneath thick foliage, submerged, when stuck by a foe or amid MARS 

investigation and so forth. 

 

G. Storage, Search and Retrieval: 
The sensor system can create an expansive volume of crude information, for example, constant time-

arrangement of perceptions over all focuses in space secured by the system. Since the information source is 

ceaseless customary database are not appropriate for WSNs. 

 

H. Production Cost: 

The cost of a solitary node is essential to legitimize general cost of the system; since the sensor systems 

comprise of an expansive number of sensor nodes in this way cost of every sensor node must be kept low. 
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I. In-system Processing: 
As a rule transport conventions utilized as a part of wired and remote systems have expected end-to-end 

approach ensuring that information from the senders have not been adjusted by middle nodes until it achieves a 
collector. In any case, in WSNs information can be changed or amassed by middle of the road nodes so as to 
evacuate excess of data. The past arrangements did not suit idea of in system preparing, called information 
collection or dissemination in WSNs. 

 

J. Latency: 
Dormancy alludes to defer from when a sender sends a parcel until the bundle is effectively gotten by the 

beneficiary. The sensor information has a worldly time interim in which it is legitimate, since the way of the 
earth changes always, it is thusly vital to get the information in an opportune way. 

 

K. Fault resilience: 
Sensor nodes are delicate and they may bomb because of consumption of batteries or obliteration by an 

outside occasion. Understanding a blame tolerant operation is basic, for fruitful working of the WSN, since 
broken segments in a system prompts to diminished throughput, in this way diminishing productivity and 
execution of the system. 

 

Existing Work: 
S Charging Range Cost Advantages Disadvantages 
NO Technology     
      

1 LASER Up to 1Km Very high Above 90% power transfer • Transmit power under visible 
  [10] [28] efficiency [27] or near 
  Above   infrared frequency spectrum 
  100m [12]   [10] 
     • Complicated Tracking 
     Mechanism 
     [12, 27] 
     • Hazardous to humans [12] 
     • Scalability issues [10] 

2 Microwave Upto 1Km Slighlty Effective power • Complicated Tracking 
  [10] lower than transmission over long Mechanism 
   laser [28] distance [27] [27] 
     • Hazardous to humans [10] 

3 Electromagnetic Omnidirect High Only for • Active radiative • Conversion of RF ssignals to 
 radiation – ion ultra low technology may electrical energy is due to low 
  Several power sensor harm humans [10] intensity nature of the signals 
  centimeter [10] • Radiative technology is [1] • Conversion of RF ssignals 
  [10]  sensitive to to 
    obstruction [10] electrical energy is due to low 
    • Efficiency less than 1% if intensity  nature  of  the  signals 
    20 cm [1] 
    away from the transmitter  
    [10]  
      

4 Inductive Less than a Lowest • Must have accurate • Low efficency if distance 
 Coupling coil among all alignment in the increases 
  diameter Power transfer charging direction [10] • Inductive coupling is one-to- 
  [10] falls off  one 
   steeply   
   even over a   
   very   
   short distance   
   [10]   
      

5 Magnetic Few meter High • Line of sight not required • Tunning of coils at receiving 
 resonant   • Resonant coupling can be and transmitting end is 
 coupling   one- to- many [10] challenging [11] • Scalibility 
    • Better than EM because 21] • For maximum efficency 
    of efficiency [10] both the coils must be alligned 
     coaxially [10] 

6 Solar Attached to High It is not dependent on • Large size [9] 
  node  other electronic devices • Require exposure to light so 
    • Solar energy is avaiable very low efficiency if node is in 
    in abundance [23] building or underground [23, 
    • self sufficient device 24] 
    • It charges only in the day • Solar energy production 
    time and  High power depends on size of panel 
    density of 100mW/cm  

7 Vibration Attached to Very high Not limited on interior and • Large size 
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  node  exterior surrounding [23] • Low power density i.e. 4 
    • Self sufficient device μW/cm3 

     [23] 

 
Fig. 1.2: existing work technologies used for energy transfer table 

 

Conclusion: 
In this paper, the fundamental parts of sensor nodes, the innovation utilized with the remote sensor arrange 

have been clarified. This is trailed by the focal points, applications and difficulties of wireless sensor network. 
The applications give some key characteristics that decide the plunging power behind WSN inquire about. There 
are many challenges but due to the scarce energy resources of sensors, energy efficiency is one of the main 
challenges in the design of protocols for WSNs. A definitive goal behind the outline is to keep the sensors life 
time to the extent that this would be possible. At the point when organize misfortune energy level, the base node 
sends the accumulation of energy through the specific that node. It depends on scope of that. Be that as it may, 
acknowledgment of sensor systems needs to fulfill the limitations presented by variables, for example, 
adaptation to non-critical failure, adaptability, cost, equipment, topology change, and condition and power 
utilization. 

Understanding this can implement the work, When network will loss energy level then the base node sends 
the collection of energy through the particular WCV node. It’s based on range of the WCV. In this proposed 
work using Packet Scheduling Algorithm (PSA) for solving this problem. It reduces the packet congestion in 
WSN. And it has some influence to reduce the wasted energy consumption for increasing network life time in 
run time of the process. 
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